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Dependent variable: The logarithm of the real GYCPI between 1900 and 2007









U.S. inflation rate between 1900 and 2007









The logarithm of real U.S. crude oil price between 1900 and 2007
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Transition variable: One period lag inflation
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Simulation of the upper regime: A stationary AR(1).










Simulation of the lower regime: A near random walk.
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Transition variable: The one period lag growth rate of real GYCPI
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Simulation of the upper regime: A stationary AR(2)







Simulation of the lower regime: A stationary AR(1)
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The T ransition variable: One period lag of the logarithm of real oil price







The T ransition Function
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Simulation of the upper regime: A stationary AR(1).










Simulation of the lower regime: A near random walk.
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(a) Log(GYCPI/MUV)









(b) Transition function: The one period lag inflation is the transition variable






(c) Transition function: The one period lag logarithm of real oil price is the transition variable
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Panel (a): Transition variable; One Period Lag Inflation












Panel (b): Transition Function; STR Model in Variance






Panel (c): Transition Function; STR Model in Mean
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Panel (a): Transition variable; One Period Lag Real Oil










Panel (b): Transition function; STR Model in Variance






Panel (c): Transition Function; STR Model in Mean
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Panel (a): The logarithm of real banana price time series








Panel (b): The transition variable: one period lag growth rate of real oil price









Panel (b): The transition function
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The logarithm of real palm oil time series
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Panel (a): The logarithm of real coffee price time series






Panel (b): The transition variable: one period lag growth rate of real oil  price









Panel (c): The transition function
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Panel (a): The logarithm of real timber time series









Panel (b): The Transition variable: one period lag growth rate of real oil price









Panel (c): The transition function
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